Executive Protection Services
Reward your leaders with conﬁdence.

In every organization, leadership
brings both beneﬁts and risks. Your
executives and board members
are vulnerable to personal
litigation, making it crucial to
have the right strategies and
coverage in place that avoids
surprises. When a loss occurs, your
executives and board expect to be
properly protected. Are they?

WE’LL PARTNER WITH YOU TO:

Design the right coverage for your needs
Your company is unique – which is why standardized approaches often fail.
ABD partners with you to identify and mitigate your risk, offering thoughtful,
relevant counsel to protect your company’s leaders. We bring together the
best minds in the legal and insurance ﬁelds to ﬁnd smart, forward-thinking
solutions that keep your senior leadership covered.

Capture vital legal insights
What if you could convene the best minds at today’s top law ﬁrms – in
one place, at one time? ABD does, on a regular basis. Our legal round
table enables us to anticipate developments; gain insight on current legal,
regulatory, and market trends; and translate that insight into strategies to
protect your team. It’s just one more way we look out for you.

Facilitate even the most complex claims

Directors & Officers Insurance

You want a partner who can provide leverage when you need it. We’ve
worked hard to foster deep relationships in the legal and insurance claim
communities – allowing us to drive favorable outcomes and freeing up your
leadership team to continue doing what they do best.

Employment Practices Liability

Manage all the details

Venture Fund Liability

Your ABD team will help you stay ahead of the game by using independent
analysis and pragmatic strategies to ensure that you’re protected while
controlling your costs. In addition to the big picture, we also handle the
speciﬁcs—with personal, detail-oriented service you can count on.

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Reps & Warranties Insurance
FEATURED SOLUTIONS

WHY ABD?
Exposure Analysis
Benchmarking Analytics
Risk Determination & Allocation
Placement Strategies & Negotiations

1.866.266.5223 | theabdteam.com

We are the risk and reward professionals. Our team helps you understand
the relationship between risks and rewards, striking the right balance to
achieve your business goals. Our experts partner with you to develop
strategies and tactics that ﬁt your unique culture. We take care of the details
so you can focus on building success.

